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ABSTRACT
This is a brief introduction to the subject of Conformal Field Theory
on surfaces with boundaries and crosscaps, which describes the perturbative
expansion of open string theory.
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I am going to give a brief introduction to the subject of CFT on surfaces with bound-
aries and crosscaps, which is the CFT description of perturbative open string theory.
Let me start with a small historical remark. During many years open string theory has
been much less popular than closed string theory and there were reasons for it. On the
one hand, it was believed that open strings had nothing to do with the real world since
they could not provide realistic models for particle Physics, in contrast to the case of
the heterotic strings. On the other hand, open strings are much more difficult to deal
technically than closed strings. For these reasons it is understandable that, from the
‘rise’ of String Theory in 1985 until 1995, the bulk of string theoretists concentrated
on closed strings, mainly heterotic strings, while only very few paid attention to open
strings [1] [7]. This situation changed drastically when Polchinski discovered D-branes
in 1995 [2]. The reason is that, apart from the genuine interest on these new objects to
which the open strings attach, it was also shown that the open strings are dual to closed
strings, in particular to the heterotic strings, and finally it appeared that all known string
theories are related to each other (as a matter of fact, as everybody knows by now, it
seems that they are different limits of one and the same theory in 11 dimensions, known
as M-theory). This was the end of the ‘discrimination’ against open string theory which
at present is a very active field. However, the CFT treatment of open strings is been
worked out by very few groups and this is the reason I decided to give an introductory
talk in this conference.
In what follows I will describe the basic ingredients necessary for the study of CFT’s
on surfaces with boundaries and crosscaps. Let us first review the 2-dimensional surfaces
involved in the perturbative expansion of string theories at one-loop, that is the world-
sheets swept by the strings when moving in space-time. In string theory at one-loop
one finds four different types of topologically inequivalent worldsheets: the torus, the
Klein bottle, the annulus, and the Mo¨bius strip. Depending on the type of string theory,
some of these surfaces may or may not appear. For closed oriented strings only the torus
appear whereas for closed unoriented strings one has also the Klein bottle. For open
oriented strings one finds the annulus plus the torus corresponding to the closed sector of
the theory and, finally, for open unoriented strings the four types of worldsheets appear.
The ‘direct channel’ surfaces (with the proper time making a loop) contain the informa-
tion about the complete spectrum of the CFT defined on them; that is, the amplitudes
of these surfaces represent the partition functions of the theory that give the number of
states level by level. But one can also look at these surfaces from the ‘transverse chan-
nel’ point of view, that is exchanging the space and time coordinates of the worldsheet.
The torus does not change, but the annulus, the Mo¨bius strip and the Klein bottle look
quite different. The annulus is converted into a cylinder between two boundaries, that
shows the propagation of closed strings between the two boundaries, the Mo¨bius strip
is converted into a cylinder between a boundary and a crosscap (the Mo¨bius strip has
only one boundary), and the Klein bottle turns into a cylinder between two crosscaps (a
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crosscap is a boundary with the opposite sides identified).
Now let us consider any 2-dimensional surface with boundaries and crosscaps. Let
us call the closed string chiral algebra as GL ⊗ GR, with generators Wn and Wˆn. At
a boundary or crosscap only the diagonal combination survives because these ‘defects’
interchange left and right-movers. As a result, the boundary states |B〉 and the crosscap
states |C〉 must satisfy the conditions
[Wn − (−1)hw w Wˆ−n]|B〉 = 0, [Wn − (−1)hw+n w Wˆ−n]|C〉 = 0, (1)
where hw is the conformal weight of the generator Wn and if w 6= 1 this is called a sym-
metry breaking boundary condition [3][4]. There is a formal solution to these conditions,
given by the so-called Ishibashi states [5]
|i〉B =
∑
l
|i, l〉L ⊗ UB|i, l〉R, |i〉C =
∑
l
|i, l〉L ⊗ UC |i, l〉R, (2)
where i denotes the ground state, l the level, and UB and UC are anti-unitary operators.
The physical boundary states and crosscap states are linear combinations of the Ishibashi
states
|Ba〉 =
∑
i
Bai|i〉B, |C〉 =
∑
i
Γi|i〉C (3)
where Bai and Γi are called boundary and crosscap coefficients, respectively. The label
a indicates that a CFT can have different sets of boundaries, whereas it can have only
one type of crosscap.
The boundary and crosscap coefficients are very important quantities in open string
theory since they contain information about the spectrum of the string states as well
as information about the D-branes and orientifold planes (O-planes for short). These
coefficients are constrained by sewing constraints, which are rather difficult to solve, and
also by integrality and positivity conditions that are very restrictive but much easier to
solve than the sewing constraints. The origin of the integrality and positivity conditions
is the fact that the partition functions, which give the state multiplicities, are given by the
one-loop amplitudes and, in the transverse channel, these amplitudes depend explicitely
on the boundary and crosscap coefficients. For example, from the annulus, where open
strings are running in the direct channel, one gets the integrand
Na N b Aiab χ
i(τ/2) (4)
where Na, N b are the Chan-Paton factors at the ends of the strings, χi is the character
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of the representation i, and Aiab can be obtained from the transverse channel, having the
expression
Aiab =
∑
j
Sij Bja Bjb, (5)
where S is the modular matrix, S : τ → −1/τ . Now from the direct channel one gets
that
Aiab ∈ Z ≥ 0. (6)
In the same manner, from the Mo¨bius strip and the Klein bottle one obtains the conditions
1/2(Aiaa +M
i
a) ∈ Z ≥ 0, 1/2(Zii +Ki) ∈ Z ≥ 0, (7)
with
M ia =
∑
j
P ij Bja Γj ∈ Z, Ki =
∑
j
Sij Γj Γj ∈ Z, (8)
where the P matrix is defined as [7][8] P =
√
TST 2S
√
T , T being the modular matrix,
T : τ → τ + 1, and Zii comes from the torus partition function. (Let us remind that the
torus partition function can be expressed as
∑
ij χi(τ) Zij χj(τ)).
Another important consistency condition is the tadpole cancellation. It happens that
an open unoriented string with arbitrary Chan-Paton factors is in general inconsistent
due to infrared divergences in one-loop amplitudes. This is very easy to see in the
transverse channel where, by factorization, the ‘cylinder’ decomposes as the product of
the propagator times the tadpoles corresponding to the extremes (boundary tadpoles
and/or crosscap tadpoles). Therefore the tadpoles must cancel, what implies that the
Chan-Paton factors must be adjusted to some specific values. But the Chan-Paton factors
reflect the gauge group of the theory and therefore the tadpole cancellation fixes the
possible allowed gauge groups.
Now let us see some examples of solutions for the boundary and crosscap coefficients.
For any CFT such that the modular invariant is the charge conjugation, that is Zij = Cij,
Cardy found the boundary coefficients [6]
Bai =
Sai√
S0i
(9)
and the ‘Rome group’ (Sagnotti and collaborators) found the crosscap coefficients [8][9]
3
Γi =
P0i√
S0i
(10)
These results have been generalized first of all by allowing more general simple current
generated Klein bottles, and secondly to arbitrary simple current modular invariants, as
classified in refs. [10] and [11]. This generalization was pioneered by the Rome group,
who worked out the first examples for SU(2) [8], and was completed in a series of papers
by Fuchs and Schweigert [12] and by a group from Amsterdam (Huiszoon, Schellekens
and Sousa) [13]. The final result can be summarized very concisely in a single formula for
the boundary and crosscap coefficients [14]. The simplest example, which corresponds to
a non-standard Klein bottle choice specified by a simple current k, reads
Bkai =
Sai√
Ski
, Γki =
Pki√
Ski
, (11)
where the index k refers to the Klein bottle simple current.
To finish let me say a few words about the meaning of boundaries and crosscaps in
space-time. The boundaries are glued to D-branes as it is easy to see intuitively in the
open string picture where the ends of the strings are attached to the D-brane. Crosscaps,
however, are very difficult to visualize since, first of all, they are not even localized. This
means that while one can ‘see’ a boundary, even touch it with the fingers on an annulus
or a Mo¨bius strip, one cannot do the same with a crosscap. In space-time crosscaps are
related to orientifold configurations in such a way that a single crosscap can correspond
to a sum of orientifolds, not to just one. (Orientifolds are static hyperplanes where left
and right-movers are identified, they are like mirrors for charge conjugation of D-branes).
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